Abstract. By using a fifth-order upwind discrete scheme for the convection term, a fourth-order central difference scheme for the diffusion term, we construct a boundary scheme that matches the interior point and obtain a stable combination semi-discrete compact scheme which is discretized by the third-order Runge-Kutta method in the time direction. Compared with the other fourth-order scheme, the error of the proposed method is small and the accuracy is high.
Introduction
The convection-diffusion equation is widely used in many engineering and practical problems. It is a typical mathematical model for studying the numerical solution of partial differential equations. The usual numerical methods include finite element methods, finite volume methods and finite difference method. Compact difference scheme as a kind of finite difference method is getting more and more attention due to its advantages with fewer grid points and higher accuracy. Hirsh [1] proposed a Hermitian type three-fourth order compact scheme. Lele [2] constructed a class of high accurate compact schemes and gave second, third and fourth order boundary schemes. Tian and Yu [3] derived an unconditionally stable implicit fourth-order accurate difference scheme for one -dimensional unsteady convection-diffusion equations. Wang and Liu [4] used the fourth-order Padé scheme and the four order upwind scheme to discretize the space and time variables respectively and derived a consistent fourth-order compact difference scheme in which the inner point and the boundary are both fourth-order. Zhao [5] used the idea of average weighting to obtain a combined upwind compact scheme with space accuracy at least fourth order. The upwind compact scheme of aerodynamic calculation proposed by Ma and Fu [6] provides an effective method for solving fluid mechanics problems.
In this paper, by using a fifth-order upwind discrete scheme for the convection term, a fourth-order central difference scheme for the diffusion term, we construct a boundary scheme that matches the interior point, and then obtain a stable combination semi-discrete compact scheme which is discretized by the third-order Runge-Kutta method in the time direction. Compared with other fourth-order scheme, the error of the proposed method is small and the accuracy is high.
Scheme Construction
This paper considers the following one-dimensional convection-diffusion equation:
The first derivative term of the equation is the convection term, the second derivative term is the 
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Spatial Dispersion
We first introduce some notations. Select a positive integer ,
Interior Point Scheme
We use the fourth-order padé scheme [2] to discretize the diffusion term. Let 
(5) Here we discuss the case of 0  c , the truncation error of this scheme is
Boundary Scheme Constructing the diffusion term left boundary scheme [4]   
Furthermore, we have . 720 597 720
Note that the second item of (8) (11) Analogously, we have the right boundary scheme
(12) Combining the interior point scheme (2) with the boundary schemes (11) and (12), we write them into a matrix form of 
Next, the boundary scheme of the convection term is constructed. Since the discretize scheme of convection term is a five-point scheme, which fails to calculate the points adjacent to the left and right boundaries which are called the near-boundary points. Therefore, we choose a three-point four-order difference scheme [7] to deal with these near-boundary points.
The truncation error is   
(14) The truncation error is as follow 
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Same as the calculation method of the diffusion term boundary scheme, we obtain the following left boundary scheme and the right boundary as follows. 
Stability Analysis
According to the stability theory of ordinary differential equations [9] , for the semi-discrete equation (18), when the real parts of all eigenvalues of the matrix are negative, the semi-discrete scheme corresponding to the equation is asymptotically stable. Otherwise it is gradual nearly unstable.
Solve the eigenvalues of the matrix , which indicates that the scheme of this paper achieves fourth-order accuracy in space.
Conclusions
Based on the idea of Taylor expansion, this paper constructs a stable boundary scheme with the interior point scheme through the method of undetermined coefficients. Numerical experiments show that the scheme is stability and has fourth-order accuracy.
